Meet
Barry McCarthy
Watercolourist & Oil Painter
Renowned for his luminous landscapes of Southern
Ontario & coastal Maritime seascapes.
When I teach painting to young or mature artists I
tell them there is no point thinking about painting if
you’re not going to deal with the light! Shape, space,
composition are all inclusive as important ingredients
but it’s the light that is going to drive the thing
forward. And this thing is called power! Without
power you have mediocrity.
The Elora Gorge is a piece of this planet the drives
me wild. No matter what time of day it is, one side is always bathed in light while the other
is in warm to cool shadows. It’s a formula that makes perfect paintings. This is the Yin Yang in
art. If you have perfect balance in your composition, and mix it with a little geometry, you will
have the ingredients for a perfect painting.
The sea, is another backdrop that sets the stage for great landscape/seascape works. The
sea, with its constant mirror-dance, still holds my eye in constant fascination and respect. The
large abstract space is a never ending challenge, as is the use of texture, and techniques that
get you there. The sea, with all of its austere foreboding and tension, informs me that I am
but an apprentice in serving its greater glory. But to paint it you have to understand it.
Picasso once said “I don’t paint what I see, I paint what I know.” One must also remember
that technique is merely technique and a good painter must avoid a systematic approach.
Great bodies of water constantly change in the light. Colours can morph from grey-blue to
greens and purples. In my mind’s eye, I map out the composition.
I often see these panoramas in larger formats. Oil on canvas is my chosen medium here;
however I have completed very large watercolours as I love the transparent quality this
medium provides me. Layering several transparent colours over one another is not a thing of
the past. As a matter of fact it is a “must method” if you want your work to be luminous and
shimmering. This of course takes great patience, a trait I constantly wrestle with.
But in the end, the effort is worthwhile, as the key to the creative process is not about time
but about capturing your vision... the thought or inspiration that brought you to the canvas.
One must be passionate about one’s own work. The act of painting for me is serious business.

